So You’re Dead, Now What?

Sermon Series: Heaven is for Real

Various Passages

THE INTERMEDIATE HEAVEN
Moments after a believer dies...

1. **We have IMMEDIATE access to GOD.**

2. **We are SIMILAR but DIFFERENT.**
   (Luke 16:19-31)

3. **We are AWARE of some EVENTS on earth.**

4. **We go before the KING and WORSHIP.**
   (Revelation 4:1-2, 10, 5:9-14)

5. **We AWAIT a FAMILY reunion.**
   (1 Thessalonians 4:13-18)

Looking back at your notes from this week’s teaching on, was there anything that particularly caught your attention, challenged or confused you?

1. What is your view of the Intermediate Heaven? Do you see it as a place of activity or inactivity? How does this message influence your view?

2. Study Paul’s attitude toward dying in Phil. 1:19-26. What do you think caused this attitude in Paul?

3. What are the biggest questions you have about the Intermediate Heaven? How have they been answered?

4. As you think about being in the presence of God and watching Him as He unfolds history. What do you look forward to most?
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